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INTRODUCTION

Early detection of leaks in nuclear reactors is desirable in order to

detect deteriorating or flawed components and to minimize the release of

radioactive materials. The installation of leak detection systems in accordance

with USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.45 is necessary before a nuclear power facility

can be placed into operation. However, currently available systems provide

little capability for leak location or for source discrimination so that leakage

from, say, valve packing can be distinguished from leakage from a crack.

A research program is under way at the Argonne National Laboratory under

the sponsorship of the USNRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research to evaluate

and develop improved leak detection systems. The primary focus of the work has

been on acoustic emission detection of leaks. Leaks from artificial flaws,

laboratory-generated IGSCCs and thermal fatigue cracks, and field-induced

intergranular stress corrosion cracks (IGSCCs) from reactor piping have been

examined. The effects of pressure, temperature, and leak rate and geometry on

the acoustic signature are under study. The use of cross-correlation techniques

for leak location and pattern recognition and autocorrelation for source

discrimination is also being considered

*Work supported by the USNRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (FIN NO.
A2212, Program Manager, J. Muscara).

**Components Technology Division, Argonne National Laboratory.



TEST FACILITY AND LEAK RATE MEASUREMENTS

A schematic of the leak test facility is shown in Fig. 1. It contains a

thirty foot run of 10-in. Schedule 80 piping formed in a "U" shape. The IGSCCs

or other flaws are welded into the piping. Water at high temperature and

pressure is supplied to a small pressure vessel which is welded to the inner

surface of the pipe behind the crack or flaw. Hydraulic jacks are used to load

the pipe and vary the crack opening,

Leak rates through two IGSCC and a thermal fatigue crack art* shown as a

function of applied stress in Figs. 2-4. As expected from fracture mechanics,

the flow rate is in most cases proportioTal to the applied stress. This linear

dependence breaks down for low stresses. We speculate that the residual

stresses produced when the crack is welded into the piping system may tend to

hold the crack shut until a certain threshold level of stress is reached. In

the case of IGSCC No. 1, the crack was subjected to very high applied loads and

the residual stresses ^ere relieved. The two-phase flow model developed by

Henry (1) and modified at Battelle (2) to include the effects of area change and

friction was used to calculate flows through the flaws and cracks. The

"averaging" used in the Battelle model to account for the effects of friction

and area change was replaced by direct numerical integration of the one-

dimensional flow equations. However, the uncertainties in flow geometry and

friction factors involved in flow through real cracks overshadow any differences

between the two models. The crack length on the inner and outer surfaces is

fairly well known. The size of the crack opening is difficult to determine.

Direct measurement of the crack opening on the outer surface using an optical

microscope is possible, but it is clear that the size of the crack opening is a

strong function of the crack depth (it is typically much wider at the outer

surface), and :he choice of an appropriate value based on the observed outer-



surface values is unclear. An indirect approach was used to obtain values for

fluid-flux/unit-crack-opening-area to compare with the values predicted by the

model. The area of the crack opening was calculated using the measured crack

length and a fracture mechanics estimate of the crack opening displacement <5:

S = 2oL(l - v2)/E

where o is the applied stress, L is the crack length, v is Poisson's ratio and E

is Young's modulus. The fluid flux through the crack then was determined using

the measured leak rate Q and the calculated area of the crack opening. The

resulting flux was then compared to the flux predicted by the Henry model for

frictionless flow. For the three cracks considered the comparison indicates

that the actual flux is approximately 1/6 that of the frictionless flux.

Similar calculations for the data obtained by Collier et al. (3,4) on an IGSCC

and simulated flaws indicate that the real flux in most cases is from 1-1/10 of

the corresponding frictionless flux predicted by the Henry model. The limited

data base and the uncertainty about crack length, opening, crud deposition and

roughness make it difficult to make more refined predictions of the flow through

an IGSCC.

This uncertainty has surprisingly little effect on the assessment of the

leak-before-break margin in piping with IGSCCs. Figure 5 shows a typical case

for a 10-in. pipe. It is assumed that the crack can grow completely around the

pipe circumference before a throughwall crack occurs. The largest combined 360-

degree part-through crack and throughwall crack that the pipe can sustain under

the applied stress can be determined from a net-section flow stress criterion.

(The collapse curve shown in Fig. 5 was obtained with the assumption that the

flow stress equals 3 S ). The crack opening area is obtained from a simple

calculation using linear fracture mechanics. The observed variations in flux

are used to estimate upper and lower bounds on the crack sizes necessary to



obtain a 5 gal/min leak rate. There is a significant leak-before-break margin

unless the circumferential crack is quite deep. Because of the steep nature of

the collapse curve for deep circumferential cracks, the size of the crack that

can be postulated before violation of the leak-before-break niargin is not very

dependent on the value chosen for the fluid flux.

ACOUSTIC EMISSIONS FROM IGSCC

The basic nature of the acoustic emission signals from IGSCCs has been

studied using standard resonant transducers and a very broadband transducer

developed by NBS. As shown in Fig. 6, acoustic signals are generated by the

crack primarily over the frequency range of 0-400 kHz. Although the strongest

signals are at relatively low frequencies, the available data on background

noise in reactors suggests that the most practical range for leak detection is

200-400 kHz. In most cases the transducers will have to be mounted on wave-

guides, owing to the relatively high temperature of the piping system.

This produces some signal loss, but, as shown in Fig. 7, a 0.004 gal/min

(0.014 L/min) leak from a field-induced IGSCC can produce a signal 10 dB above

the electronic background noise.

A local leak detection system is currently installed at the Hatch reactor.

Measurements were made on the system at the plant to determine the background

noise levels at full reactor power. A similar system was then installed on our

laboratory test facility, and electronic noise designed to mimic the background

noise measured at the plant was added to the signal. With this background noise

level the system was able to detect a 0.002 gal/min leak from an IGSCC at a

distance of about 50 cm from the crack. This type of system is quite sensitive

compared to other leak detection methods. However, because the system is not

capable of locating or discriminating between leak sources in other ways, it is

considered likely that local leak detection systems which are sensitive at such



distances may be prone to false alarms triggered by leakage from valve packing,

etc., located relatively far from the leak detector. The particular system

installed at the Hatch reactor also has a very low dynamic range, and tests

indicate it would become saturated at a leak rate of 0.006 gal/min. Thus, it

would be incapable of detecting any increase in leakage as a crack grows, and a

similar system installed at a noisy location, such as near a recirculation pump

(as is the case at Watts Bar, where we are currently making background noise

measurements) would simply become saturated.

To overcome such problems, the use of cross-correlation techniques for leak

location and pattern recognition and autocorrelation techniques for source

discrimination are being investigated. The cross-correlation as a function of

time lag T is defined as

T
R (T) = lim / x(t)y(t + t)dt,

where x(t) and y(t) are the input time domain signals over record length T. If

x(t) and y(t) are nominally the same signal differing only in phase and

amplitude, the cross-correlation enables one to determine the time delay (or

phase difference) between signals. Since in the leak detection case the two

signals emanate from the same leak, the phase difference is proportional to the

difference in distance of the leak from the two detectors. Thus the

cross-correlation can be used to locate the leak. The cross-correlation of

signals from an artificial leak located midway between two detectors is shown in

Fig. 8. As expected the peak in the cross-correlation occurs at a slight shift

from zero; this is consistent with the relative position of the source and the

detectors.



The above techniques have not yet been successfully applied to actual

leaks. A sequence of cross-correlations of signals from a leak is shown in

Fig. 9. In each case a peak corresponding to the actual leak can be seen.

However, spurious peaks are also present. It appears that signal averaging over

a sequence of cross-correlations may yet yield the desired result, since the

peak corresponding to the ieak always occurs at the same phase shift, while the

peaks corresponding to the noise occur at random and should average to zero.

The software for the actual implementation of the averaging scheme is being

developed.

The autocorrelation function of a signal is defined in a somawhat similar

manner:

T
R (T) - lim / X(t)X(t + T)dt.

Preliminary investigations of the autocorrelation function show that different

leak sources exhibit quite different autocorrelations, as shown in Fig. 10,

Thus, this may be a promising approach for source discrimination.
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Fig. 1. Laboratory Leak Test Facility.
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Fig. 2. Leak Rate for the First Field-induced IGSCC as a Function of
Applied Stress.
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Fig. 3. Leak Rate for the Second Field-induced IGSCC as a Function of
Applied Stress.
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